Which countries make up Europe?

Preparing European Food

What are the major European Mountains & Rivers?

What different climates are there in Europe?
European Sport - Germany, Spain & Norway
•

Germany linked to Black Forest Literacy
•

Spain linked to DT Food making
•

Stop - Issue Based Song writing
Lean On Me - Soul & Gospel

Norway linked to PE - Forces

European Biomes - Russian Flora & Fauna

European Volcanoes - Italy

Extending our knowledge of French numbers,
the Euro and building vocabulary related to
food, including expressing a like and dislike

Materials & Their Properties

What materials do we find around us?
What are their properties?
What properties make materials suitable or unsuitable
for a purpose?
What can make the properties of a material change?
How can we devise a fair test for a material to find
out it’s properties?
What is the history of some common materials?

Bullying
What is Bullying? What can we do to stop it?
Going For Goals
What are my barriers to learning?
How can I overcome them?
It’s Good To Be Me
Identifying our strengths
What is assertive? How can I be assertive?

How can I keep hot things hot and cold things cold?

How do festivals and family life show what matters to
Jews?
What is the Trinity and why is it important for
Christians?

Gym & Dance

The Grid Method - My Favourite View
Working In The Style Of French Masters
- Cezanne, Seurat & Morisot

E-Safety & Common Programme Competency

Reading Homework in Monday & Thursday

European Homework Project coming up

Spellings testing weekly

after half-term - Details in February

As part of our art topic, our child will be recreating a view in Gloucestershire that they like.
Please dojo / e-mail / send in a photo ASAP. It should be a landscape rather than a person.

